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PODIS® Plus

Take the guesswork out of purchasing
PODIS Plus helps with future forecasting and procurement
capability

Our powerful inventory management system PODIS Plus provides your staff with the
tools they need to simplify your workflow and manage your entire inventory.

Using the insights of previous ordering data, PODIS eliminates guesswork with
intelligent inventory calculations that anticipate ordering needs. By comparing upcoming
drug needs with your current stock, PODIS suggests orders that lead to minimal waste
while adding appropriately to current inventory.

PODIS allows your staff to:
Use reports to master revenue cycle management
Provide insights to track payments on a dose and patient level
Use predictive analytics to determine ideal timing for reorders
Reduce carrying costs

With PODIS, inventory management is easier. The reports and analysis give visibility
into the big picture while staff compliance becomes effortless and data-driven.

Take the stress of purchasing off your plate with PODIS, leaving you more time to focus
on what really matters: providing patients with the best in-clinic experience possible.
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What's new in PODIS Plus
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Recent updates and enhancements

We're constantly enhancing PODIS and adding new features to streamline workflows
help users get the information they need every day. These are just a few of the recent
changes:

You can now customize the home page dashboard to show the information you
need at your fingertips
Easier ordering: order straight from the inventory forecast report
Better handling of manufacturers' 2D barcodes

Plus a full pipeline of new features coming in 2024!
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